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Dear nr. Fagin, 

Sorry not to have been able to answer your letter of the 35d when :te!: came several 
deem ago. 

The fait that you have not seen WI to include ifs senior of all those Who have 
exposed the goverment cud the Warren sport on your roam has not; iag to do ;kith 
what follows. It is in any way apparent that "trk i'ane is ripping all you young 

--people off again in a natioaal caapsign to promote.hie,,lf end the nods he haelna 
done for to these 11 years of which you all help him boast. And I will not be party 
to any praeAlon of anyone or all the nut theories as opeoeed to fact your list 
makes inevitable. 

Uowever, in view of the fact that I have done so much more work than any other, 
am alone in leaving worked continuously on the subject and in having filed five 
Freedom of Information suits, I would be interested in knowing why you have seen 

—fit to exclude me. 

Now an the books; you can have then but not on consignment. They will be sold 
to you fully returnable. This is to say that you will received full credit for any 
books returned in condition fit to sell. You can insure yourself on this by insiring 
the shipment. 

Not only is this the standard arrengement with bookstores, but I've had some 
pretty terrible experience in California. There is much more than $7,500, closer to 
310,000, owing me by Californianiens, ranging from the Freep bookstore to the largest 
distributor. 

There was a time in late 1966 when Liebeler was all over Lem and Lane was 
running like hell. I was asked by pane's friends who were strangers to no to go 
oue, and take after Liobelnr. All I asked was the return of ey exeenses. I sent 
Liebeler running and never got my expenses back. And to do this I abandoned my 
second book, which had just appeared. 

This is not the only case in wheoh I have been imposed upon in ealifoenia. 
I'm much less inclined to make en exception there. 

There is another condition impoeod upon no by those who do no eotk and couaercialize 
the subject while Igo further into debt to do the work that others use as their own 
and get paid for it. I alone, except if you consider Penn Jones' wore of subetence, 
have kept books in print over all these years while others were lapping up campus fem. 
I'm now 62, cant go further into debt, ens have no eeens of reprinting now. So, on 
the advice of counsel I have added a fee of 0.00 to each of the three first White- 
wean books, which are close to exhuasted. While thin hardly cavern tha increase in 
costs wince they were printed, its real purpose is to go into a separate account to 
make reprinting poseible. It will not be nubject to the eegular discount. 

SO, the books will be discounted 4076 on the 64.85 list but you will be charged 
an extra 111.00 per book which you will peas on. This will not be true of either  lstte- 
wash IV yet nor of Frame-Up. There will not for the present be any extra charge on them. 

Because of the experiences recounted above and because you are all stfiangers and 
there is nothing I can do if you decide not to pay, I will expect cash in advance. I 
can see how you may misinterpret this, but the fact is I as willing to lake these books 
available to those with interest even at cost to myself. When the aupely is getting 
close to the and and I am willing to discoun them when I'll not have enough to sell 
eim,discounted you should be able to see this. Moreover, when I discount to a beekstore 
it can lead to repeat business. 

Sincerely, 
Harold Weisberg 
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